SWEDEN NEED CHEFS
BENNE PASTABAR, in Gothemburg need a Kitchen Manager, a 2nd Chef and a
Trained Beguinner
Benne Pastabar started in Gothenburg 2018. At the moment, there are two restaurants in
Gothenburg. The first restaurant is located at Skanstorget and the second restaurant in
Kvillebäcken. Now it's time to open the third restaurant that will be located on Friggagatan. The
restaurants offer homemade fresh pasta in various dishes. Drinks in form of beer, wine and cider
are also served. Everything is served with high quality and the best possible service.
We work in an open kitchen overlooking the dining area where the guests can see the whole
process from the pasta coming freshly made from the machine, being boiled, mixed with various
ingredients in a pan and to finally be plated. The restaurant is open between 11:00 – 20:00 during
the weekdays and 12:00-21:00 in the weekends which makes it suitable due to early nightshifts
The concept of the business is based on everyone being able to afford a homemade, fresh and
tasty pasta made with the best possible ingredients and products. The low price range combined
with high quality attracts many segments of the society, which has made the business a success
right from the start. The different locations follow the same interior design patterns, colours,
machines, glasses, plates, staff clothes etc. You should get the feeling that it actually belongs to a
professional and serious concept.
Since the concept is expanding, we are looking for new chefs that would like to be part of the
journey.
Instagram: bennepastabar Website: www.bennepastabar.se
Type of employment: Permanent
Salary:
Kitchen manager: 33 000 kr/ month
Second chef: 175 kr / h
Educated beginner: 150 kr / h
Regarding accommodation: We can’t offer any accommodation, but we will try to help with best
possible solution.
Send your application Viktoria.ay@arbetsformedlingen.se (Copia a eures.nordicos@sepe.es )
indicando en el “Asunto” BENNE PASTABAR.
We are looking forward to reading your application!

